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July 4 of Republic of India. 
The sixth season of the show was
additionally hosted by amitabh bachan
and it becomes the foremost viewed show
of Republic

MUMBAI CITY NORTH, MAHARASHTRA,
INDIA, August 14, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The biggest
broadcast of Republic of India is kaun
banai ga crorepati that modified the
lives of such a lot of individuals. the
recognition of this show is increasing
day by day KBC Helpline Number.
though it's a replica of British show
WHO needs to be a millionaire? From
2000- 2007, the primary 3 season of
kaun banega crorepati is ventilated on
Star and .Now this broadcast is
ventilated on Sony TV. This show is
hosted by living legend Amitabh
Bachan. he's associate actor, producer
and director. individuals like to watch
him on tiny screen. huge natural
process Company is that the producer
of this show. currently a day’s each
show has their own facilitateline range
that help the participant of show. On
its official web site the assistance line
range of kbc is on the market. If you
wish any reasonably data
will|you'll|you'll be able to} turn those
numbers otherwise you can sms. It helped the shoppers. issues of the participants is resolved
through KBC helpline range. The team of KBC provides the most effective client care service. The
team of KBC is usually there to assist you in determination your issues as a result of they don’t

. One will participate during
this show if somebody is age
of eighteen.The guideline is
obtained by career on
helpline numbers.”
Kaun Banega Crorepati Game

Show

need to have an effect on the goodwill of kbc broadcast. If
the goodwill of kbc gets affected than mechanically the
viewership of this show decreases which ends up in
lowering the rating of this show. individuals like to watch
this show from all round the world. With the passage of
your time the rating of this show is increasing day by day.
it's most viewed family showed that you simply will watch
together with your kids. One will participate within the
show simply and it's for all age of individuals. One will
participate during this show if somebody is age of
eighteen.The guideline is obtained by career on helpline
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numbers. The helpline range of this
broadcast is on the market on the web
site. individuals will be at liberty to
debate their queries. The season one
show was hosted by Amitabh Bachan
and also the winning quantity was one
large integer Indian rupee. The second
show was additionally hosted by
Amitabh bachan and also the winning
quantity is doubled to a pair of large
integer Indian rupee. The third season
is hosted by sharukh khan and during
this season the rating of show born. On
his 68th birthday Amitabh  Bachan
came to host this fourth season show.
the quantity of queries reduced during
this show from fifteen to thirteen. A life
line was additionally introduced during this season show. there's additionally a jackpot question
of five large integer. The fifth season of this show is ventilated in 2011 on the July 4 of Republic of
India. 
The sixth season of the show was additionally hosted by amitabh bachan and it becomes the
foremost viewed show of Republic of India .The seventh season was additionally hosted by
amitabh bachan and during this season the winning prize was redoubled to seven large integer
and also the range of queries once more redoubled to fifteen.The eighth  season was
additionally hosted by amitabh bachan in 2014.In this season the quantity of question was
fourteen.The ninth season was additionally hosted by amitabh  bachan in 2017.The number of
queries during this season is sixteen.various varieties of life lines square measure introduced
during this season. Four varieties of life line in KBC square measure fifty fifty life line, friend life
line, audience poll life line and flip life line. the primary life line is 50/50. . during this life line a
pair of wrong possibility that's given is removed and you have got to alternative from the
remaining a pair of choices.
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